
With an ever-evolving car parc in Australia, FUCHS have introduced additional pack sizes for their vehicle lubricant portfolio to suit 

servicing needs.  The new 7L and 10L packs across a selection of the FUCHS TITAN vehicle lubricants range is proudly ‘Australian made 

with German technology that pays back’ and delivers a flexible and reliable solution for the Australian automotive industry.
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The logo is used with the claim when the 
purpose is to explain the company and re-
charge the FUCHS brand. In the initial con-
tact with the customer and in markets with 
low levels of awareness in particular, the 
claim provides the observer with important 
information and must always be included if 
possible.

The logo must always be used with the 
claim on the following materials:

  Business equipment  
(letterhead, business cards, etc.)

 Printed material / brochures
 Presentations
 Websites
 Identification of FUCHS buildings

The logo is used without the claim when 
for functional reasons (concerning long-
distance impact or a small image size), the 
claim is not legible or there is a high level 
of information or sender competition, as is 
the case with, for example, product labels.

The logo must always be used without the 
claim on the following materials:

  Product labels and packaging units

The logo as a brand-relevant element can 
be used in a variety of versions. It is always 
shown on the logotag in its positive variant.

The decision on whether the logo should be 
used with or without the claim is far from 
straightforward. Communication and 
marketing materials were nevertheless 
defined with a binding obligation to use 
the logo with or without the claim.

1   Logo with claim 2   Logo with claim and 
LUBRITECH lettering

3   Logo without claim 4   Logo without claim and 
LUBRITECH lettering

PRODUCT   SPECIFICATIONS 7L 10L

TITAN GT1 FLEX 23 SAE 5W-30
Broad application for diesel (with DPF) and petrol engines across many 
manufacturers

TITAN GT1 PRO C-3 SAE 5W-30 Designed particularly for VW / Audi engines including petrol and diesel

TITAN GT1 SAE 5W-40 Suitable for GM/Holden diesel vehicles requiring a SAE 5W-40 specification oil

TITAN SuperSyn D1 SAE 5W-30 Designed to provide broad dexos 1 approval for all GM petrol vehicles

TITAN SuperSyn F Eco-DT SAE 5W-30 An essential engine oil for use in Ford DuraTorq-Diesel engines

TITAN SuperSyn F Eco-B SAE 5W-20
Extreme fuel-economy engine oil especially developed for Ford Ecoboost 
engines

TITAN SuperSyn F Eco-FE SAE 0W-30 Especially developed for modern Ford diesel engines

TITAN SuperSyn Longlife SAE 5W-40
A high performance product for use in a broad spectrum of  
European vehicles
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